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Knowledge transfer plus
The complete solution for knowledge transfer within
your company
Highlights
Are you looking to produce high-quality e-learning and
interactive IT-simulations at the touch of a button? Do
you want your staff to be able to securely and safely
navigate business applications? The tt performance
suite brings together web-based training,
documentation, online training, online help and
performance support in a unique way and as such, it is
excellent for documenting your new software.
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tt knowledge force
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The learning content management system
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A reduction in costs and less work
Increased understanding in terms
of processes and simplified
changes
Scalability without problems as a
result of the client-server principle
IT documentation, independent of
the software
Reduction in errors and an
increase in efficiency
Concentration on the core tasks
Reduction in the time it takes to
look for knowledge and a
reduction in the ti
Minimising the loss of expert
knowledge and risks associated
with the roll out

With tt knowledge force, your authors are able to simply produce professional
and standardised learning content and documentation in a playful way. As
such, it does not matter whether content is created for IT applications or for
topics not related to IT, such a soft skills or compliance.
In the IT environment, documentation is created by making notes – e.g. for
applications for ERP systems, office or CRM software. Simple note making is
enough in order to create the different learning media. Whilst your experts
carry out a certain process, tt knowledge force generates different content
formats during the recording, automatically and simultaneously. This way, the
content can be can then be called up immediately in various formats as
web-based training, IT documentation or as a step by step list. At the same
time, you have various output formats available such as Word, PDF or HTML.
Of course, the documents will be presented in the corporate design of your
company without the need for further intermediate steps. Through this, the
time your experts take in creating learning content is also minimised. A key
advantage for international operating companies: The automatic re-recording
function supports the translation into other languages.
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Knowledge transfer plus

But what should you do if you want create training that doesn’t not have
anything to do with IT? It isn’t a problem at all. As a professional author
software, tt knowledge force also provides support in creating web-based
training with different content.

tt guide
Knowledge: Simply made available
With tt guide, you make information and learning content available to staff
directly in the workplace. tt guide becomes a valuable support, especially in
the case of new, complex, seldom-used or mutated work processes.
Of course, third party documents without any relation to IT can be uploaded
and administered. These can be simply and easily found with the help of the tt
guide’s ‘suggestion search’ and as such, they make the everyday work of your
staff easier. Via the performance support categories, you can also group
according to content aspects and make it available.

A summary of the tt
performance suite
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